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Abstract

Functional characterization of genes is of great importance, e.g.
in microarray studies. Valueable information for this purpose can be
obtained from pathway databases, like KEGG. However, only a small
fraction of genes is annotated with pathway information up to now. In
contrast, information on contained protein domains can be obtained for
a significantly higher number of genes, e.g. from the InterPro database.

The R package gene2pathway implements a classification model,
which for a specific gene of interest can predict the mapping to a KEGG
pathway, based on its domain signature. The classifier makes explicit
use of the hierarchical organization of pathways in the KEGG database.
Furthermore, we take into account that a specific gene can be mapped
to different pathways at the same time. The classification method
produces a scoring of all possible mapping positions of the gene in the
KEGG hierarchy. For signaling pathways it is even possible to forecast
accurately the membership to individual pathway components.

1 Introduction

Microarray expression experiments have become a major high throughput
analysis method during the last years. In a typical biological research setup
people first rank all probes according to their differential expression, using
tools like SAM or limma [6, 8]. In a second step a biological characterization
and interpretation of differentially expressed genes is needed. For this pur-
pose valueable information can be obtained from databases, like the Gene
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Ontology [7] or KEGG [2]. However, usually only a small fraction of differ-
entially expressed genes is annotated within these databases. For example,
the total number of human genes annotated in KEGG currently is about
4,000. This contrasts remarkably with the estimated number of putative
protein encoding genes, which is more than 23,000 (counted as Entrez gene
IDs in the IPI human database [3, 4]). It is therefore highly important to
link other sources of information with these databases to improve the quality
of biological characterization. Especially interesting for this purpose is the
InterPro database [5], which offers predicted protein domain annotation for
19,000 of all 23,000 genes in the IPI human database. Of the 4,000 genes in
the KEGG database nearly all have at least one InterPro domain. Together,
these comprise 3,000 distinct InterPro domains. Protein domains very often
directly correspond to some core biological function, such as DNA binding,
kinase or phophorylation activity, or to cellular localization. Hence, pre-
dicted protein domains are often utilized for prediction annotations, such as
in the GO database.

Hahne et al. [1] introduced a first method linking protein-domain signatures
with assignments of genes to KEGG pathways. In this approach one looks
for a protein domain signature being significantly enriched in a list of genes.
This information is then used to find the most probable pathway these genes
come from by compairing the enriched protein domain signature with all
pathway domain signatures.

In contrast to Hahne et al., our aim is to make a prediction and thus a biolog-
ical characterization for individual genes. This broadens the applicability of
our method significantly. We explicitly take into account that a specific gene
can be mapped to different pathways at the same time. Furthermore, our
classifier makes use of the hierarchical organization of the KEGG database
in 3 levels: At the top hierarchy there are the 4 branches “Metabolism”, “Ge-
netic Information Processing”, “Environmental Information Processing” and
“Cellular Processes” (we do not consider “Human Diseases” here). On the
next hierarchy level each of these branches is divided further. For instance,
“Environmental Information Processing” contains the branches “”Membrane
Transport”, “Signal Transduction” and “Signaling Molecules and Interac-
tion”. On the third hierarchy level we have the individual KEGG pathways.
We expect that a good classifier should give especially precise predictions at
the top levels of the KEGG hierarchy, while at the bottom levels misclas-
sifications are more tolerable. That means it is worse to predict a MAPK
pathway (branch “Signal Transduction” in “Environmental Information Pro-
cessing”) gene to be involved in “Olfactory transduction” (branch “Sensory
System” in “Cellular Processes”) than to predict it as a member of some
other signal transduction pathway. This behavior, leading to a hierarchical
classification scheme, was encoded into an appropriate loss function within
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our framework. Our classifier is also able to indicate the reliability of a
pathway prediction via a bagging procedure.

Signaling pathways are of special importance for the functioning of biologi-
cal systems. In an extension of our approach we built a hierarchical classifier
that is not only able to reliably predict a gene’s membership to the differ-
ent signaling pathways, but also to connected pathway components within
individual signaling pathways.

More details on our hierarchical classification models can be found in the
accompanying paper.

2 Example Usage

Usage of the R package gene2pathway mainly involves two functions: gene2pathway
and gene2pathway.signaltrans. gene2pathway predicts the KEGG path-
way membership for a given list of genes. The mapping of genes to InterPro
domains can be done automatically via Ensembl, if Entrez gene IDs (or Fly-
Base IDs) are passed. Alternatively, the user can provide its own mapping
in form of a list. In this case arbitrary gene identifiers can be used. Please
refer to the manual pages for exact information.

By default a pruned KEGG hierarchy is used in order to improve the pre-
diction quality. More specifically, metabolic pathways are not distinguished
further, and the KEGG hierarchy for “Genetic Information Processing” is
cut at the second level. That means we only distinguish between “Tran-
scription”, “Translation” and “Folding, Sorting and Degradation”, but not
between “RNA polymerase” and “Basal transcription factors”. Please have a
look at http://www.genome.jp/dbget-bin/get htext?ko00001.keg+-f+F+C
for a complete overview over the KEGG ontology. This behavior can also
be changed, when the complete model is retrained, which is recommended
to do regularly. For this purpose there exists the functions retrain. We
refer to the manual pages for the exact usage here.

If for a given gene we suppose that it is related to signal transduction in
some way, we can use the function gene2pathway.signaltrans in order to
predict the exact signaling pathway or even the signaling pathway connected
component. The latter is, however, only possible for those pathways, where
there exists enough mapping genes. Again this behavior can be changed by
retraining the model using the function retrain.signaltrans. The mo-
tivation for not including certain connected components into the hierarchy
was that the number of mapping genes was below a certain cutoff (here: 10),
which may spoil prediction performance.

Below we show an example analysis with gene2pathway for two genes: For
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the first we predict the branch in the KEGG hierarchy, and for the second the
connected component in a specific signaling pathway. The connected compo-
nent may then be visualized using the function color.pathway.by.elements.
This function uses the KEGG SOAP service and will return a URL with a
gif-file.

> library(gene2pathway)

> gene2pathway("FBgn0035006", flyBase = TRUE, organism = "dme",

+ KEGG.package = TRUE)

Loading classification model ...
Using KEGG information from KEGG.db package ...
Information from KEGG package available for 0 genes ...
1 genes to predict
Retrieving information from InterPro database for organism ' dme ' via Ensembl ...
done: Information found for 1 out of 1 genes
Model prediction possible for 1 genes ...........done
Preparing output
finished
$gene2Path
$gene2Path$FBgn0035006
[1] "01100"

$gene2Pathname
FBgn0035006
"Metabolism"

$byKEGG
FBgn0035006

FALSE

$scores
$scores$FBgn0035006
[1] 1

> pred.comp = gene2pathway.signaltrans("387129", organism = "hsa")

Loading classification model ...
Using KEGG information from SOAP service ...
Mapping to signal transduction pathway components via KEGG database ...
---> Information found for 0 genes
done.
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1 genes to predict
Retrieving information from InterPro database for organism ' hsa ' via Ensembl ...
done: Information found for 1 out of 1 genes
Model prediction possible for 1 genes ...........done
Preparing output
finished

> pred.comp

$gene2Path
$gene2Path$`387129`
[1] "04020" "04020.2"

$gene2Pathname
387129

"Calcium signaling pathway"

$scores
$scores$`387129`
[1] 1

$byKEGG
387129
FALSE

$elemIDs
$elemIDs$`387129`
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 210

"41" "50" "55" "44" "39" "47" "63" "80" "52" "33"

> url = color.pathway.by.elements("path:hsa04020", pred.comp$elemIDs[["387129"]])

It is important to mention that a separate prediction model for each or-
ganism is needed. Due to space restrictions of the R package we have only
included a model for drosophila (”dme”) and for human signaling pathways
(”hsa”). Other models can be created using the functions retrain and re-
train.signaltrans, as mentioned above. In principle one could also train
a model for one organism and apply it to another one. This can be achieved
by setting ”organism” according to the model, one would like to use.

It is possible to have a detailed look at each model in order to know, for
example, which KEGG hierarchy levels can be predicted. In the following
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we first load the bagged model for drosophila and then explore it a little bit.
It is important to know that here the bagged model consists of 11 individual
models of class “model”.

> data(classificationModel_dme)

> modelKEGG[[1]]$allpathways

[1] "01100" "01120" "01130" "01140" "01121" "01122" "01123" "01124" "01132"
[10] "01142" "04310" "04020" "04070"

> modelKEGG[[1]]$used_domains[[10]]

[1] "IPR002197" "IPR005475" "IPR005476" "IPR009014" "IPR013177" "IPR000173"
[7] "IPR002198" "IPR001312" "IPR000146" "IPR002424" "IPR000594" "IPR000089"
[13] "IPR001078" "IPR003016" "IPR011053" "IPR001017" "IPR001672" "IPR001680"
[19] "IPR011046" "IPR000210" "IPR011333" "IPR003131" "IPR002345" "IPR008209"
[25] "IPR013035" "IPR008210" "IPR001030" "IPR000573" "IPR006249" "IPR006255"
[31] "IPR002173" "IPR011611" "IPR011009" "IPR000719" "IPR003439" "IPR008957"
[37] "IPR008428" "IPR000322" "IPR002355" "IPR008972" "IPR001753" "IPR002018"
[43] "IPR004299" "IPR012335" "IPR012336" "IPR001505" "IPR002429" "IPR011759"
[49] "IPR014222" "IPR003593" "IPR000793" "IPR000194" "IPR004100" "IPR005722"
[55] "IPR002490" "IPR010987" "IPR009053" "IPR011989" "IPR009346" "IPR000131"
[61] "IPR000722" "IPR006592" "IPR007066" "IPR007080" "IPR007081" "IPR007083"
[67] "IPR001650" "IPR011545" "IPR014001" "IPR014021" "IPR014014" "IPR000629"
[73] "IPR015421" "IPR015424" "IPR002129" "IPR001054" "IPR001828" "IPR001245"
[79] "IPR003959" "IPR004942" "IPR002695" "IPR011607" "IPR013982" "IPR013525"
[85] "IPR012340" "IPR001805" "IPR003029" "IPR004843" "IPR000783" "IPR005571"
[91] "IPR014381" "IPR011527" "IPR010509" "IPR005576" "IPR001140" "IPR003607"
[97] "IPR002073" "IPR013706" "IPR000684" "IPR007073" "IPR007075" "IPR009668"
[103] "IPR005834" "IPR012943" "IPR006678" "IPR012337" "IPR013090" "IPR006133"
[109] "IPR006134" "IPR006172" "IPR004578" "IPR005292" "IPR015088" "IPR003100"
[115] "IPR014729" "IPR000718" "IPR000991" "IPR011702" "IPR012998" "IPR002125"
[121] "IPR002942" "IPR004210" "IPR006578" "IPR004468" "IPR015517" "IPR006262"
[127] "IPR006402" "IPR004839" "IPR000796" "IPR004838" "IPR006095" "IPR006096"
[133] "IPR006097" "IPR014362" "IPR002314" "IPR006195" "IPR006076" "IPR006181"
[139] "IPR001962" "IPR002317" "IPR001525" "IPR000819" "IPR008283" "IPR011356"
[145] "IPR002076" "IPR002123" "IPR000896" "IPR005203" "IPR005204" "IPR008922"
[151] "IPR013788" "IPR014756" "IPR002227" "IPR013783" "IPR001102" "IPR002931"
[157] "IPR008958" "IPR004045" "IPR004046" "IPR002007" "IPR010255" "IPR001128"
[163] "IPR002401" "IPR002402" "IPR002403" "IPR004981" "IPR006025" "IPR001173"
[169] "IPR007006" "IPR013969" "IPR000772" "IPR008997" "IPR004835" "IPR002502"
[175] "IPR006619" "IPR015510" "IPR000073" "IPR006693" "IPR011993" "IPR011991"
[181] "IPR013032" "IPR001211" "IPR008774" "IPR008139" "IPR011001" "IPR011160"
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[187] "IPR001891" "IPR012301" "IPR012302" "IPR015884" "IPR006282" "IPR007371"
[193] "IPR007373" "IPR004143" "IPR000544" "IPR001762" "IPR001148" "IPR007577"
[199] "IPR007652" "IPR005824" "IPR000876" "IPR013843" "IPR013844" "IPR013845"
[205] "IPR000915" "IPR005568" "IPR005822" "IPR005755" "IPR000626" "IPR001975"
[211] "IPR001931" "IPR008195" "IPR011039" "IPR011028" "IPR013763" "IPR006670"
[217] "IPR003196" "IPR005607" "IPR013876" "IPR001357" "IPR008921" "IPR012178"
[223] "IPR013725" "IPR001353" "IPR000426" "IPR000243" "IPR000225" "IPR001373"
[229] "IPR001025" "IPR015163" "IPR008721" "IPR000308" "IPR002719" "IPR002720"
[235] "IPR001810" "IPR000608" "IPR003034" "IPR004181" "IPR010989" "IPR000727"
[241] "IPR006011" "IPR007239" "IPR005078" "IPR001092" "IPR011598" "IPR000014"
[247] "IPR008917" "IPR000700" "IPR001610" "IPR013655" "IPR013767" "IPR001067"
[253] "IPR009223" "IPR009240" "IPR003104" "IPR015425" "IPR010472" "IPR010473"
[259] "IPR014767" "IPR014768" "IPR006639" "IPR001108" "IPR003165" "IPR001590"
[265] "IPR015941" "IPR017933" "IPR011038" "IPR012674" "IPR000566" "IPR017940"
[271] "IPR015928" "IPR015934" "IPR015964" "IPR016024" "IPR016027" "IPR016040"
[277] "IPR016135" "IPR016192" "IPR017926"

> modelKEGG[[2]]$W

01100 01120 01130 01140 01121 01122
0.41299139 1.96314989 1.79335691 1.77307901 -0.14058233 -0.08741141

01123 01124 01132 01142 04310 04020
0.21782393 -0.12478536 0.66714573 -0.26341946 0.18629644 0.16962131

04070
0.07020739
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Session Information

The version number of R and packages loaded for generating the vignette
were:

• R version 2.11.0 (2010-04-22), x86_64-unknown-linux-gnu

• Locale: LC_CTYPE=en_US, LC_NUMERIC=C, LC_TIME=en_US,
LC_COLLATE=en_US, LC_MONETARY=C, LC_MESSAGES=en_US,
LC_PAPER=en_US, LC_NAME=C, LC_ADDRESS=C, LC_TELEPHONE=C,
LC_MEASUREMENT=en_US, LC_IDENTIFICATION=C

• Base packages: base, datasets, graphics, grDevices, methods, stats,
tools, utils

• Other packages: AnnotationDbi 1.10.0, Biobase 2.8.0, biomaRt 2.4.0,
DBI 0.2-5, gene2pathway 1.6.0, graph 1.26.0, KEGG.db 2.4.1,
KEGGSOAP 1.22.0, kernlab 0.9-10, org.Dm.eg.db 2.4.1,
RBGL 1.24.0, RSQLite 0.8-4

• Loaded via a namespace (and not attached): RCurl 1.4-1,
SSOAP 0.5-5, XML 2.8-1, XMLSchema 0.1-4
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